DRY DECEMBER » Rain forecast for tonight won’t
be enough to bring winter levels to normal. A3

TIPS & TRICKS IN THE KITCHEN » Sonoma County
chefs share their favorite food hacks for 2018. D1
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MENDOCINO COUNTY

COFFEY PARK CHRONICLES » Crews begin working on first
rebuild in Santa Rosa since October’s deadly wildfires

Industry
outraged
after pot
seizure

Rising from ruin,
one step at a time

Supervisors vow to look
into CHP’s confiscation
from licensed distributor
By JULIE JOHNSON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Mendocino County supervisors Tuesday vowed to look
into a conflict with its cannabis
business regulations that arose
when law enforcement seized
1,875 pounds of marijuana from
a Ukiah company licensed by
the county to
deliver it.
INSIDE
The case has
prompted out- State’s vast
rage among lo- computerized
cal cannabis in- marijuana
dustry leaders, tracking system
who said Tues- should have
day at a packed been ready by
s u p e r v i s o r s ’ now / A7
meeting it undermines Mendocino County’s
authority to set local rules for
the industry.
The Dec. 22 incident has spotlighted the potential pitfalls of
California’s phased rollout of
new cannabis regulations. On
that day, employees for Old Kai
Distribution were driving to the
company’s warehouse near Ukiah when a CHP officer stopped
the box truck for a mechanical
issue. Although the employees
showed the officer paperwork
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Carlos Villanueva, left, and Jesse Merritt, right, of Lake County Contractors work to rebuild a home Tuesday in Coffey Park in Santa Rosa.
By ROBERT DIGITALE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

E

ven as excavators loaded debris into
trucks on nearby streets, two construction workers Tuesday stood atop
the first new floor joists to rise above the
burned ground of Coffey Park.
The home reconstruction project, the
first such rebuild in Santa Rosa, sits in the
1600 block of Kerry Lane — in the middle
of a neighborhood where the Tubbs fire
destroyed 1,347 homes in October. Hundreds of the ruined houses since have been
cleared away, leaving behind nearly whole
blocks of ashen gray dirt and blackened
tree trunks.
The rebuild of the three-bedroom, twobath house on Kerry Lane began Saturday
after the lot had been cleaned of debris, said
Robert Williams, a partner in Lake County
Contractors, a Cobb construction company.
He wants his crew to frame walls for the
single-story house by the end of the week.
“Hopefully this is the start of many
more here,” said Williams, whose company
rebuilt about 30 houses in Lake County
after the 2015 Valley fire consumed nearly
1,300 homes there. On Tuesday morning, he
stayed busy overseeing at least eight construction workers on the homesite.
Excavator operators and dump truck
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Workers
fear being
deported
Many say they are facing
threats from their bosses
By ANDREW KHOURI
LOS ANGELES TIMES

The building plans for a home lie on beams of the house being rebuilt Tuesday on Kerry Lane in
Coffey Park in Santa Rosa. The home reconstruction is the first such project in Santa Rosa.

ABOUT THE SERIES
As part of an ongoing series, The Press Democrat is following the residents and recovery of Coffey Park, the
Santa Rosa neighborhood destroyed by the Tubbs fire. Read all of the stories online at pressdemocrat.com

“It’s a ray of hope for everybody in the new year.”

LOS ANGELES — The deal
the worker struck was simple:
$150 a day to tile a bathroom
and stucco the walls of a home
in Arcadia. The pay was to come
at the end of each day but never
did, according to a lawsuit filed
in Los Angeles County Superior
Court by the California labor
commissioner.
After six days with no pay,
the lawsuit alleges, the worker
finally confronted his boss, who
then snapped, called him a “wetback” and threatened to report
him to immigration authorities.
“Let me share something
with you, not only am I (an
ex)-sheriff, my family are all
in the police department,” the
lawsuit says the boss wrote in
a follow-up text message after
refusing to pay the worker. “You
want to come to my job & create

JEFF OKREPKIE, chairman of the Coffey Strong neighborhood rebuilding group
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Dems outline agenda as shutdown looms
By SHERYL GAY STOLBERG
AND THOMAS KAPLAN
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — The Senate returns Wednesday with its Republican
majority down to one seat and buoyed
Democrats issuing a full list of demands — such as funding children’s
health care and protecting young unauthorized immigrants — just weeks
before another possible government
shutdown.
Republican and Democratic leaders
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for the young unauthorized
of the House and Senate will INSIDE
meet today with White House Orrin Hatch, the immigrants whose Obama-era
protection from deportation
officials to try to come to terms longest-serving
on a deal to raise strict lim- Senate Republi- was ended by Trump. They are
its on military and domestic can, announces also pushing for broader interspending before Jan. 19, when retirement / A8 vention in the opioid epidemic, a boost for veterans’ care,
the current stopgap spending
disaster relief to hurricane-stricken
bill expires.
If negotiations break down, the areas and financing for the Children’s
government could run out of money Health Insurance Program.
“Nothing is agreed to until every— just as President Donald Trump
thing is agreed to,” Rep. Nancy Pelomarks his first year in office.
Democratic demands are ambitious, topped by a legislative shield
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TANGLED DIPLOMATIC WEB: South Korea
jumps at North’s offer for talks as Trump
taunts Kim about nuclear capabilities / B1

SUSAN WALSH / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Rep. Nancy Pelosi speaks Dec. 20. Democrats have a list
of demands to avert a shutdown. “Nothing is agreed
to until everything is agreed to,” she said.
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